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" HAVE YOU NOT HEARD BOW IT HAS GONE WITH BLA.NY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN
IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON I

'

Oommunications invited on Social Questions, They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors^ 13 Farringdon Rd,^ ^.C7., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the tDriter, not necessarilyfor publication,

Ai all articles are signed, no special signijicance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views of the Lea^gue as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors,

JUjeeted MSS. only returned if a stamped directed envelope is forwarded vtith them,

8%ibscriptions,—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s,

six months, Ss,; three months. Is, 6d,

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E,C. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

TO COEBESPONDENTS.
O'C.—Yes. 0*Donovan Bossa has published * Edward O'Donnell ; a Story of

Ireland of our Day* (S. W. Green's Son, 69 Beekman Street, N.Y., paper
50c., cloth 1 dol.) and 'Irish Bebels in English Prisons' (D. J. Kenedy,
5 Barclay Street, N.Y., 1 dol. 50 c.). Both are good. His wife has also

published a volume of very pleasing patriotic lyrics. John Mitchel's * Jai,

Journal * is published by Cameron and Ferguson, Glasgow, Is. 2d. post frep.

FeriodiQals received during the week ending Wednesday July 6,

Milwaukee (Wis.)—VolksblattEngland
Justice
Jus
Londoner Arbeiter-Zeitung
Norwich—Daylight
Die Autonomie
Christian Socialist

Freedom
United States

New York-—Truthseeker
DerSozialist
Standard

Boston—Woman's Joiimal
Liberty

Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Fort Worth (Tex.)—South West
Hammonton(NJ)CreditFoncier Antwerp—De Werker

New Haven (Conn.)—Work-
men's Advocate

Albina(Oreg.)—Weekly Courier
Corning (Iowa) Revue Icarienn*
Paterson (N. J.) Labor Standard
San Francisco (Cal.) The People
St Louis (Mo.)—-Altruist

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Revolte

Guise—Le Devoir
Lille—Le Travailleur

Belgium
Liege—L'Avenir

Austria
Vienna—Gleichheit

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Lupta

Italv
Milan—n Fascio Operaio
Lugo—Revista Italiana

Spain
El Productor
Madrid—Bl Socialista

Holland
Hague—Recht voor Allen

Sweden
Stockholm—Social-Demokraten

THE MORROW OF THE REVOLUTION.
[Our friend, Citizen Paul Lafargue, has communicated the following interest

ing article to us, which is surely well worth our attention ; it is probable that

his view of the question will be nearer to that taken by most of us in the League

than that of our comrade Bax.

—

Ed.]

Our friend Bax has treated this question, which we are very full of in

France, the country of revolutions above all others ; where, since the

beginning of the century, with the regularity of a sidereal movement
a revolution breaks out every eighteen or twenty years. Permit me
to put before you our way of looking at this question.

In 1871, the power fell into the hands of the people when they were

not prepared to receive it. In a revolutionary period to take the

power is a thing relatively easy ; to keep it, and above all to make use

of it, is a thing far more difficult. The Commune when master of

Paris was not able to take any really Socialist measures ; there are

numerous causes which explain this helplessness towards Socialism, but

which it is not worth while going into at present. However, the

bourgeois may be sure, that if ever events should bring the Socialists

into power again, the immediate measures which they will take will

strike so much at the root of things, that even if the reaction should

triumph, it would not be able to bring back matters to the state in

which they were before the revolution.

The morrow of the revolution the Socialists will have, 1st., To orga-

nise the revolutionary power and provide for its defence ; 2nd., To
satisfy the immediate needs of the people ; and 3rd., To upset the

capitalist order of things, and to lay the foundation of the Socialist

order.

In France the revolutionary party will find itself face to face with

three classes, having different, and even opposing interests ; the work-

man class belonging to the great industries ; the peasant class, and the

capitalist class with its hangers-on, the little bourgeoisie, industrial

and commercial.

In the industrial towns the working-class will be master ; they will

become so many revolutionary centres, which will have to federate in

order to gain the country for the revolution, and to overcome the re-

sistance which may spring up in the commercial and maritime towns.

In the industrial towns the Socialists will have to get hold of the

local governments, to arm and give military organisation to the work-

men (said Blanqui, " He who has gunshot has bread !
"), to open the

prisons to let out the petty thieves, and put under lock and key the

big ones, such as bankers, financiers, big manufacturers, land-owners^

etc. Not that one would do them any harm, but to treat them as

hostages responsible for the good behaviour of their class.

The revolutionary government would constitute itself by simply
taking possession, and it would not be till it was master of the situation

that it would think of ratifying its acts by so-called universal suffrage.

The bourgeois have so long kept the non-possessing classes out of the

suffrage, thmt they must not be over astonished if all ex-capitalists are

disenfranchised until the revolutionary party is absolutely victorious.

Up till now in France it has been Paris which has given the wordi

of command, and has made the revolution for all France. This con-

centration of the revolutionary movement has only been possible be-

cause the revolutions of the epoch have not been real revolutions^

but ministerial crises accompanied by barricades and musket-shot, ai^d

pompous declamations on the great principles of liberty and justice,,

and other twaddle.

The French are fond of melo-dramatic stage-plays, and the new poli-

ticians give them their fill of these to their heart's content. But while

the drama is being played out in the streets, these politicians slip into-

the yet warm places of their forerunners, and economic matters go on
their usual road. But since the next revolution must be an economic

one, and not a mere change of governors, it will not have just merely

to spring up in Paris, but must break out in all the industrial centres,,

which as soon as the local revolutionary government is constituted,

must organise by means of delegations or otherwise the central govern-

ment charged with the function of taking general measures in the

interest of the revolution, and of preventing the formation of a re-

actionary party.

But in order that the revolutionary government may be supported

by the mass of the working class, and in order that even if conquered

it may leave behind it a work which no reaction can destroy, it is

necessary that it should immediately satisfy the needs of the workers-

in town and country, and that it should begin the transformation of

capitalist property.

It would have to return to the primitive idea of society, and consider

all its members as members of an immense family, which would have

to provide for the first needs of their lives, until a redistribution of all

products could be made on a basis of equality. The revolutionary

government would in each city have to house, clothe, and feed all its.

inhabitants. To that end it would decree all house-property national^

and would undertake the arrangement of lodging. It would drive the

idle rich from their mansions to install the workers in them, reserving

those best situated for families having many children. In Paris, while

it would lodge women with child on the first floor, it would relegate to

the fifth and sixth floors the big-bellied capitalists, so as to thin them

down by staircase exercise. The unwholesome hutches of the poor

would be demolished and their sites cleansed by fire.

The revolutionary government would nationalise the big shops of the

Peter Robinson and Moses kind, and would treat their proprietors as

thieves if they dared to embezzle so much as a single reel of cotton*

Commissions would be organised by streets and quarters to distribute

the contents amongst the workers, who for the first time in their lives

would be clad in the good and handsome stuffs which they themselves,

have made.
But before lodging and clothing the working population it would be

necessary to think about their food. The revolutionary government

would set up great common restaurants in the various quarters, where

a minimum of substantial nourishment would be given to the inhabit-

ants every day. The cooking would be done in common, and those

who wished to eat their meals at home could take away their food : but

it would be good to encourage meals in common, so as to develope

fraternity and equality. During the revolution of the last century,

the Commune of Paris organised fraternal meals ; tables were spread

in the middle of the streets, and each inhabitant brought his own food

there, which was eaten in common.
In order to feed the population, the revolutionary government would

take over the provision-stores, wine-vaults, breweries, etc., and would

at once organise a municipal catering service, which would put itself

into communication with the market-gardeners and small peasants of

the suburban country. This service, which would suppress the middle-

men between the buyer and the consumer, would allow the peasant to

obtain a better price for his products. To gain the peasant oyer to the

revolutionary cause is one of the first duties of the Socialist party,

and for that purpose, besides general measures (such as abolition of

interest, of debts of all kinds, of taxes and the conscription, etc.) we
must not hesitate to increase his gains, and make his labour easier by

advancing to him seed and manure of the best quality and the most

improved agricultural machines.

The workers of 1848, to allow Louis Blanc, Gamier Pag^, Lamar-

tine, and the other bourgeois of the Provisional Government, to found

their Republic, "put three months of poverty at their disposal.'^

When at the dissolution of June the people came to claim the fulfil-

ment of their promise, the bourgeois reaction answered them with

grape-shot. The Socialist revolution will begin the foundation of the

social-republic by putting three months of comfort at the disposal of

the workers.

The party which will take these measures on the morrow of the

revolution will be invincible ; it will be supported by the mass of the

workers, full both of enthusiasm and astonishment at finding a govern-

ment which is occupying itself with their needs.

Paul Lafakgub.

{To be continued,)
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THE MORKOW OF THE REVOLUTION.
(Concluded from p. 220.)

One great idea which dominates all others has taken firm hold of the
brains of all Socialists, the suppression of individual property. The
Anarchists themselves, who are, without knowing it, the representatives
of the " laisse^Q faire^ laisser passer " of property, are drawn into its

current. The idea of the suppression of individual property is not
one which hfls sprung up spontaneously in the human skull ; it is the
iritiellectual reflexion of the economical phenomenon which is evolving
in the capitalist world.

What is the true characteristic of individual property. It is that
the owner should work on his own property : this is so true tliat the
peasant, the propertied animal above all others, when he grows too old
to cultivate his land, rather than see it worked by hirelings divides it

between his children, although this surrender of his land, his only
love, is as torturing to him as the tearing out of his entrails. The old
French proverb, " Property is the fruit of labour," expresses this fact.
Consequently the only true property-owner in the old sense of the
word is the peasant who cultivates his own land, the landlord who
inhabits and repairs his own cottage, the shopkeeper who buys and
sells merchandise in his own shop, the carpenter who himself uses his
own saw and plane. All that these property-owners possess belongs
to them in all justice, it is the fruit of their labour and not of that of
others, for no wage-earner has worked,on " their property."

But is it the case that capitalist property presents this character 1

Are the owners of mines, of railways, of great warehouses, the land-
lords who ov/n hundreds and thousands of acres, and whole quarters of
towns, really property owners'? Have they ever worked on their
*' property "

? They only know it by the rent it brings them in ; it is

the wage-earners and not the owners who work on their property. In
the capitalist world we must correct the ancient proverb, and say.
Property is the fruit of labour, and the reward of idleness,''

The capitalists by not working on their property, but by using it to
lay hold of the fruit of the labour of others, have destroyed the essen
tial character of individual property.
The capitalist property-owner is a being absolutely useless in the

scheme of property ; all the shareholders and bondholders of the rail-
ways might be drowned in the Channel, and yet the railways of Europe
would go on carrying passengers and merchandise. The capitalist
property-owner is a useless mouth which consumes a terrible quantity.

Everything that is eaten by a rich man, and the domestics and other
folk who serve^ and satisfy his tastes and needs, is consumed in pure
loss.

^
It is as if instead of burning coal in a machine to transform its

heat into force, one were to burn it in the open. The capitalist being
useless therefore ought to be suppressed to lessen the expense of social
production. The Socialist revolution will be bound to accjomplish this
economical operation ; it will not destroy pt-operty, it will free it from
its parasites.

The very day of the revolution the first decree of the revolutionary
government will be the confiscation of capitalist property (mines,
spinning-mills, foundries, railways, etc.), and its transformation into
social property.

Bax and the English Socialists think that the State will take the
place of the capitalist property-owners, and continue the exploitation
of the great instruments of labour as in the past, but at the same time
bringing in certain ameliorations in the lot of the worker, such as
shorter hours and higher w^ages, etc. Their ideal is the capitalist
public service (post-office, telegraphs, police, etc.), brought to perfec-
tion.i But for us, we believe that as a consequence of the very fact
of the establishment of the revolutionary government, the State with
its public offices (post-office, national debt, police, magistracy, army,
etc.), will disappear. The State is a machine cunningly organised to
serve the interests of the capitalists, and to keep the proletarian mass
in slavery.

^
The revolutionary government which will temporarily

replace it, will have to disorganise the bourgeois machine and to draw
all its power from the proletarian mass, and so to lay the foundations
of the new order.

Instead of its being the State which will be the manager of the
post-office, and telegraphs, the minter of money, and director of the
railways, as it is now in nearly all capitalist countries, instead of its
being the State which will be the manager of spinning, and weaving,
and director of the mines, etc., as Lassalle wished, and as the English
Socialists now wish, the revolutionary government w^U have to act in
such a way that it will be the workers themselves who will become
their own employers and their own directors.

The revolutionary government will not have to impose on the work-
men, their directors, the rules of their labour, or rate of wages on the
workmen, the telegraphists, the employes of the railways, or the miners,
foundrymen, etc. On the contrary, the workmen will come to an under-
standing among themselves as to choosing their engineers and foremen,
and on the sharing of the gains of their business. The nation will put at
their service the instruments of labour ; special commissions will be
charged with drawing up a table of charges ; that is to say, a rate of
wages w^hich can be claimed for services rendered, the sum which it
will be necessary to sert aside for the repairing and improving of the

\
Comrade Bax mmst speak for himself, but I cannot think he would endorse

thiss^tement of his views; and there are other " English Socialists," atnong
them the editor of the Commomveal, who would not walk across the street for
the realisation of such an - ideal." The fact that a French Socialist who knows
so much of Eng and as Citizen Lafargue does, can have such an impression of
the views of " English Socialists," shows the dange- -" '" '

tive measures.
nger of coquetting with pallia-

machinery, and the sum to be paid into the public treasury to assure
to each member of society victuals, lodging, and clothing.
On the morrow of the revolution, the work to be done will be so

colossal, that it must not be increased still more by turning the revo-
lutionary government into a director of spinning mills, or a shoe manu-
facturer

; on the contrary, it must hasten in the masses themselves, the
development of all the organisers and directors of social labour.
Capacities towards direction exist, since it is the wage-earners only
who direct all production, and it is only a matter of grouping them to
find those commissions which will be charged with regulating scien-
tifically the production and equitable distribution of products.

For the end of the social revolution is to loork as little as possible,
and to enjoy as much as possible, and that can only be attained by a
continous improvement of machinery and a scientific division of labour
amongst all the members of Society, and by ensuring a just proportion
of production to the needs of Society.

But before arriving at this Communist Society, in which labour and
pleasure will be free and in common, we must pass through a transi-
tional period, in which it will be necessary to maintain wages and to
keep the due proportion between them and the service rendered and
the effort given. For our part we believe that the workers themselves
have more qualities to enable them to distribute the hours of labour
and the gains, than the functionaries of any State would have.

For the rest we only formulate here the desiderata; events will force
us on the road to be followed ; and it is more than probable that the
two systems w^ill be combined in various proportions.
The Morrow of the Revolution the revolutionists will have to arm

the w^age-earners and oi'ganise them as soldiers ; to lodge, feed, and
clothe them gratuitously ; and to confiscate and nationalise capitalist

property. The nation w4iich has once tasted this Socialist regime, even
if ic were but for a month, will be gained for ever for the Social Re-
volution. Paul LafafwGue.

SCOTTISH NOTES.
A statue of Sir William Wallace, the greatest hero in Scottish history, was

recently unveiled at Abbey Craig, Stirlingshire, and the one man in alf Scot-
land deemed worthy of performing the ceremony was—the Marquis of Bute

!

Scotchmen are Liberal in politics, Presbyterians in religion, they adore
Wallace and worship Burns, but they would not for the world permit the
statues of their dead heroes and poets to be unveiled by a mere man if any-
thing bearing a human shape with the title of lord could be found within the
four quarters of the earth.

Wallace was no patriotic fanatic or bully, lie was the arch-agitator, con-
spirator and traitor—the Socialist of his day. His army was filled with the
victims of poverty and oppression

—

les miserables. Rogues and vagabonds of
every description followed him, and fought and bled like heroes under his.
banner. Probably it is as a representative of these latter that Lord Bute
was asked to unveil the statue of the warrior hero, but in that case a great
injustice is done to the memory alike of Wallace and the companions of his
toil.

Lord Bute it is true is a plunderer—a most colosssal one ; but he plunders
the poor because he is rich, not the rich because he is poor. So far from being
a re])vesentative of the poor oppressed and outlawed soldiery who strove mau-
fLdly against the oppressors of their time, he is a lineal descendant and repre-
sentative of those very oppressors whose law was their swords and whose
swords were law. Were Wallace alive to-day, his enemies, instead of being
foreign hirelings or predatory aliens, would be the titled and untitled knaves
of his own country who rob the people of their land and every means of sus-
tenance and happiness ; and Scotchmen if they had anything of the spirit of
their " glorious ancestors who wi' Wallace bled," w^ould be leagued together
—gatliering with them the unfortunate, the ragged and torn from the high-
ways and the byways—to wage war against their common oppressors, who
make their livers miserable and scourge the land with a more terrible devas-
tation tlum the fire and sword of Edward's feudal hordes.

At a meeting of the Trades Council held here last week one of the mem-
bers, a comrade of ours, Mr. Carson, brought forward a resolution declaring
that inasmuch as the policy hitherto pursued by trades unions had achieved
practically nothing for the workers, it was necessary that the workers adopt
a more advanced programme, demanding the full fruits of .their labour. The
motion was lost by 17 votes to 4. Had our frieiul moved a resolution that
a testimonial be presented to Lord Rosebery or Mr. Andrew Carnegie, or
anything that might testify the Council's appreciation and respect for the
interests and rights of anybody but the people for whose weal they profess
to confer together—it would no doubt have been carried with acclamation.

The Scottish Leader calls the attention of those virtuously indignant against
the practice of boycotting by the Irish ten?.nt-farmers, to the fact tiiat in
Aberdeen where the masons had succeeded by a strike in compelling a number
of employers to grant an advance of wages, the principal quarrymasters of
the district have signed an agreement with the masters who held out against
the men, to supply no material to any master mason w^ho has conceded the
advance

!

The miners' union in Scotland, except in one or two districts, ha's practi-
cally collapsed. In Lanarkshire, where the union did brave work some time
ago, the men have become quite disorganised and demoralised, and have sub-
mitted to a reduction of 7J per cent, without protest. Still it would be un-
wise not to recognise the fact that the men are submitting to the iron law of
capitalism merely because of their present helplessness, and that the feeling
against their oppressors is bitter and deep, and may very soon become dan-
gerous. J. Bruce Glasier.

If the social condition of a great part oi the English people and of the
whole mass of the Irish people be ignored, thtere is nothing to interrupt the
strain of national self-glorification appropriate tO a jubilee.

—

N, Y. Times,




